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Abstract

Abstrakt

Problems of classical planning are usually
solved by using the algorithms of forward
search with heuristic. Although the search
is usually able to achieve the desired results, in some cases the problem can have
large plateaus where all states have the
same heuristic value and it is difficult to
choose the best direction. In case a similar problem occurs in motion planning,
such problems can be resolved by algorithms using randomization. It could be
benefitial to see their potential in classical
planning.

Problémy klasického plánování se obvykle
řeší pomocí algoritmů dopředného prohledávání (forward search) s heuristikou.
Přestože obvykle dosahují požadovaných
výsledků, v některých případech může problém obsahovat velké oblasti, kde všechny
stavy mají stejnou hodnotu heuristiky a
je složité zvolit nejlepší směr. Když nastane podobná situace u plánování pohybu robotů, mohou být takové problémy
řešeny algoritmy, které používají randomizaci. Mohlo by být vhodné vidět jejich
potenciál v klasickém plánování.

This thesis deals with adapting, implementing and testing the Rapidlyexploring Random Trees (RRT) algorithm, which was designed for motion
planning in continuous space, to classical planning.

Tato práce se zabývá adaptováním,
implementací a testováním algoritmu
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT),
který byl navržen pro plánování ve spojitém prostoru, pro klasické prohledávání v
diskrétním prostoru.

Keywords: classical planning, RRT,
Rapidly-exploring Random Tree

Klíčová slova: klasické plánování, RRT,
Rychle rostoucí náhodný strom

Supervisor:
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Chapter

1

Introduction

The usual way of solving problems of classical planning is using forward search
accompanied by a heuristic function. Algorithms using heuristic functions
can help the planner reach the goal more quickly. Moreover, when using
admissible heuristic, algorithms such as A* are guaranteed to find the optimal
path.
Nevertheless, in some cases greedy searches have issues and get stuck when
dealing with problems containing large plateaus, which consist of states with
the same heuristic value. A planner can also get easily sidetracked if it
encounters a local minimum.
In motion planning, solving a problem means finding a path which leads towards goal without colliding with obstacles. Sampling-based motion planning
algorithms are very popular and are considered state-of-the-art techniques
used to solve motion planning problems.
One of the most successful and effective sampling-based algorithms is
Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [L+ 98]. It has many positive qualities,
such as being relatively simple to implement, the expansion of an RRT is biased
towards yet unexplored space, the tree data structure is always connected,
etc.
Because of these useful properties, the possible use of the algorithm in
classical planning is being explored. Unfortunately, adapting an algorithm
from motion planning to classical planning is not trivial.
1
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The main issue is the different state space. While motion planning deals
with continuous spaces, the classical planning uses discrete space.
During the search, it is desirable to produce uniform random samples,
which is very simple to do in configuration space formed from Cartesian
products. Uniform sampling over all possible states is not as straightforward
in classical planning, since random sampling could return states that might
be unreachable either from the initial state or towards a goal. This issue
could be overcome by, for example, sampling only over the subset of goal
states, but that would devalue the idea of uniform sampling.
It is required to measure the distance between a sampled state and a node
present in the tree. In motion planning, the distance can be directly computed
by using a chosen metric (e.g., the Euclidean metric, the Manhattan metric).
Planners in classical planning need to find alternative methods, such as using
heuristic functions to estimate the distance.
The goal of the thesis is to propose a way to solve these issues and implement
a solver of classical planning problems based on the techniques used in the
sampling-based methods for solving motion planning problems. We will be
focusing mainly on the RRT algorithm. In this thesis, we used the algorithm
outline proposed in [AVB11] and suggested ways to adapt and implement
the individual subprocedures to classical planning, and then examined the
performance of the implementation.

2
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2

Background

2.1

Classical planning

Classical planning is a special case of restricted automated planning. A
classical planning problem can be described as a state model defined in
P
[BG01] as a tuple
= (S, s0 , SG , A, γ, cost), where:

.
.
.
.
.
.

S is a finite and non-empty set of states s.
s0 ∈ S is the initial state.
SG ⊆ S is a non-empty set of goal states.
A is a finite set of actions. A(s) ⊆ A denotes the actions applicable in
each state s ∈ S
γ(a, s) is a state transition function for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A(s).
cost(a, s) is a cost of performing action a in state s.

A solution or a plan of a state model is a sequence of actions π = a0 , a1 , ..., an
generating a sequence s0 , s1 = γ(s0 ), ..., sn+1 = γ(an , sn ), where each action
ai is applicable in si and sn+1 is a goal state. A state sr , for which exist a
sequence s0 , s1 = γ(s0 ), ..., sr+1 = γ(ar , sr ) is called reachable. The plan is
P
called optimal when the total cost ni=0 cost(ai , si ).
3
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Most of the problems of classical planning problems are specified in standardized planning language called Planning Domain Definition Language
(PDDL) [AHK+ 98]. However, planners usually work with different representation, mainly STRIPS [FN71] and finite domain representation [Hel09], and
therefore the problems need to be translated.

2.1.1

STRIPS

With the help of definition of a state model
= (S, s0 , SG , A, γ, cost), A
STRIPS representation is defined in [BG01] as a tuple P = ⟨A, O, I, G, c⟩,
where:
P

.
.

A is a set of atoms. States s ∈ S are collection of atoms α from A.
O is a set of operators op ∈ O corresponding to a ∈ A(s). Each operator
has a:

.
.
.

.
.
.

precondition list P rec(op) - set of atoms which need to be true in
the state s before the operator executes his action. An operator op
is called applicable in s if P rec(op) ⊆ s.
add list Add(op) - set of atoms added to the state after the action
was executed.
delete list Del(op) - set of atoms deleted from the state after the
action was executed.

To apply an operator op in a state s, op must be applicable in state s.
The new state s′ = (s \ Del(op)) ∪ Add(op)
I ⊆ A represents the initial state s0 .
G ⊆ A describes the goal situations. For a state s to be considered goal,
it must stand that G ⊆ s.
c is a cost function mapping each operator to a non-negative real number.

A sequence of operators π = ⟨op1 , ..., opn ⟩ is applicable in a state s0 if
there are states s1 , ..., sn , where every operator opi is applicable in si−1 and
si = res(opi , si−1 ) for i ∈ [1, n]. The result of this action is res(π, s0 ) = sn .
A sequence of operators π is called a plan if s = res(π, I) and G ⊆ s. The
P
cost of a plan is c(π) = op∈π c(op).
4
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2.1. Classical planning

Finite domain representation

A finite domain representation (FDR) can be described as a tuple Π =
⟨V, O, sinit , sgoal , c⟩, where:

.
.
.
.
.

V is a finite set of state variables. Each variable v ∈ V has a finite
domain Dv .
A fact is a pair ⟨v, d⟩, where v ∈ V and d ∈ Dv . A partial variable
assignment is a set of facts, where each fact has a different variable.
A partial state s is a partial variable assignment over V . A state is a
variable assignment over all variables v ∈ V .
O is a set of operators. Operator o ∈ O is a pair o = ⟨pre(o), ef f (o)⟩,
where precondition pre(o) and effect ef f (o) are both partial states.
sinit is the initial state of the task.
sgoal is a partial state which describes the goal.
c is a cost function mapping each operator to a non-negative real number.

A partial state s is consistent with a partial state s′ if each variable defined
in s′ was assigned the same value as the corresponding variable in s.
An operator o is applicable in a state s if all the values in pre(o) are
equal to values assigned to variables in s. The resulting state of applying an
applicable operator o in the state s is the state s′ = res(o, s). If a variable is
defined in ef f (o), then the corresponding variable in s′ is assigned the same
values as the variable in ef f (o). Otherwise, the variable is assigned a value
from s.
A sequence of operators π = ⟨o1 , ..., on ⟩ is applicable in a state s0 if
there are states s1 , ..., sn , where every operator oi is applicable in si−1 , and
si = res(oi , si−1 ) for i ∈ [1, n]. The result of this action is res(π, s0 ) = sn .
A sequence of operators π is called a plan if s = res(π, sinit ) is consistent
P
with sgoal . The cost of a plan is c(π) = o∈π c(o).
5
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Relaxed heuristics

A heuristic function [GNT16] is a function h which returns the estimate h(s)
of the minimum cost h∗ (s) of reaching a goal state from a state s. Heuristic
function is admissible if 0 ≤ h(s) ≤ h∗ (s) for every s. If h(s) = 0, s is a goal.
Heuristic functions are produced by relaxation. Generally, that would mean
weakening some constraints present in the task. For a STRIPS planning
task P = ⟨A, O, I, G, c⟩, that would be P + = ⟨A, O+ , I, G, c⟩. In STRIPS
representation relaxation would mean ignoring the delete list. Therefore once
a fact is true, it will always be true. Even though the STRIPS is not our
main focus in this thesis, we can modify FDR and to every fact ⟨v, d⟩ assign
either true or false.
One of the most known heuristic functions is hmax . It is an admissible
heuristic function, but it’s values don’t offer as much information as other
alternatives. The function hmax (s) returns the estimate of the distance from
s to a goal as

hmax (s) = max ∆(s, α), α ∈ A,
α∈G

(2.1)

where
∆(s, op) =

max

α∈P rec(op)

∆(s, α), ∀op ∈ O,

(2.2)

and



0,

if α ∈ s,
∆(s, α) = ∞,
if ∀op ∈ O : f ∈
/ Add(op),


min{c(op) + ∆(s, op) | op ∈ O, α ∈ Add(op)}, otherwise.
(2.3)
hF F takes different approach. First, it finds a goal in the relaxed plan and
then it uses supporters (actions which caused an atom to be true) to compute
its value from the goal back to the initial state.
As stated in [Has09], it is possible to generalize the hmax into hm , allowing
as to utilize other heuristics, mostly h2 and h3 . Heuristic hm is very useful
for inferring mutexes and translating problems into FDR.
6
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2.3. Forward search

Forward search

Forward search [GNT16] is an algorithm that represents a large number of
algorithms which start their search from the initial state and head towards
the goal.
The search process is described in Algorithm 1. A node is a pair ν =
(π, s), where π is a sequence of actions and s = γ(s0 , π). The initial node is
(⟨⟩, s0 ), F rontier is set of nodes waiting to be visited and Expanded is a set
of already visited nodes.
At first, the initial node (⟨⟩, s0 ) is inserted into F rontier and Expanded is
set to be an empty set. In each while loop the algorithm selects a node ν =
(π, s), removes it from F rontier and inserts it into Expanded, generates its
Children, prunes unpromising nodes and inserts Children into the F rontier.
Algorithm 1: Forward search from [GNT16]
P
Data: , s0 , SG
F rontier ← {(⟨⟩, s0 )};
Expanded ← ⊘;
while F rontier ̸= ⊘ do
select a node ν = (π, s) ∈ F rontier;
remove ν from F rontier and add to Expanded;
if s satisfies SG then
return π;
end
Children ← {(π, a, γ(s, a)) | s satisfies pre(a)};
prune 0 or more nodes from Children, F rontier and Expanded;
F rontier ← F rontier ∪ Children;
end
return failure;

2.3.1

Greedy Best-First Search

Greedy best-first search [GNT16] is the most frequently chosen algorithm for
classical planning problems which do not require optimal solution.
It is a forward search, where a node selection is specified as the selection of
7
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a node from the F rontier with the minimal heuristic value. Pruning works
as follows: For each node ν = (π, s) ∈ Children, if there is more than one
possible sequence of actions which can reach s, keep the one with minimal
cost and remove the others.

2.4

Mutex

Mutex, mutex groups and fact-alternating mutex groups [FK18] can be defined
in STRIPS representation P = ⟨A, O, I, G, c⟩ as:
Mutex M ⊆ A is a set of atoms, such that for every reachable state s ∈ R
it holds that M ⊈ s, where R is a set of all reachable states.
A mutex group M ⊆ A is a set of atoms, such that for every reachable
state s ∈ R it holds that | M ∩ s |≤ 1, where R is a set of all reachable states.
A fact-alternating mutex group (fam-group) M ⊆ A is a set of atoms, such
that | M ∩ I |≤ 1 and | M ∩ Add(op) | ≤ | M ∩ P rec(op) ∩ Del(op) | for every
operator op ∈ O.
As mentioned in [AT15], one of the methods to obtain mutexes is using
the hm heuristic [BG01], where hm performs a reachability analysis in P m
[Has09]. P m is a semi-relaxed version of the original problem, in which its
atoms are sets of m atoms from the problem P . If the value of hmax of an
atom in P m is infinite, then the atom is a mutex of size m.
The most frequently used method to help us find invariants is h2 . Since
the cost of computation rapidly increases, it is not very common to encounter
hm with m more than 3. We can also consider the possibility of reversing
the process and starting the search from a goal and move towards the initial
state.
Algorithm 2 shows us a way to infer fam-groups using integer linear program
[FK18].
8
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2.5. Motion planning

Algorithm 2: Inference of fact-alternating mutex groups using ILP
(from [FK18])
Input: STRIPS planning task P = ⟨A, O, I, G, c⟩
Output: A set of fam-groups M
Initialize ILP with constraints according to Equation (2.4) and
Equation (2.5);
P
Set objective function of ILP to maximize αi ∈A xi ;
Solve ILP and save the resulting fam-group into M;
while | M |≥ 1 do
Add M to the output set M ;
Add constraint according to Equation (2.6) using M;
M ← ∅;
Solve ILP and if a solution was found, save the resulting fam-group
into M;
end

X

xi ≤ 1.

(2.4)

αi ∈I

∀op ∈ O :

X

X

xi ≤

X

xi .

(2.5)

αi ∈Del(op)∩Prec(op)

αi ∈Add(op)

xi ≥ 1.

(2.6)

αi ∈I
/

2.5

Motion planning

Motion planning [LaV06] is a type of planning, that deals with motions of a
robot in a configuration space with obstacles.
Motion planning problem can be defined by:

.
.

W is either a 2D world, W = R2 or 3D world, W = R3
O is a obstacle region, O ⊆ W. Obstacles remain fixed in the world W.
9
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A is either a robot A ⊆ R2 or R3 , or set of attached bodies A1 , A2 , ..., Am .
A robot is required to move in the world W.
C is defined as a configuration space, which is a special case of state
space X . It is determined by every transformation applicable to the
robot A. From C we derive Cobs and Cf ree . q ∈ C is called a configuration
and x ∈ X is called a state.
qinit ∈ Cf ree is the initial configuration.
qgoal ∈ Cf ree is the goal configuration.
τ : [0, 1] → Cf ree is a continuous path, such that τ (0) = qinit and
τ (1) = qgoal . Otherwise it reports, that path does not exist.

2.6

Rapidly Exploring Random Trees

The rapidly exploring random tree (RRT) algorithm [L+ 98] is an algorithm
successfully used for exploring the continuous space. It is popular for its
preference to expand towards unsearched parts of the search space and yet
still being simple to implement.
The data structure Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) is constructed
from vertices (nodes), where all vertices are states x ∈ Xf ree , and edges,
where each each edge is a path, which lies in Xf ree .

Figure 2.1: Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (picture from [L+ 98])

10
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2.6. Rapidly Exploring Random Trees

Algorithm 3: Generate RRT (from [L+ 98])
Data: xinit , K, ∆t
T .init(xinit );
for k = 1 to K do
xrand ← RANDOM_STATE();
xnear ← NEAREST_NEIGHBOUR(xrand , T );
u ← SELECT_INPUT(xrand , xnear );
xnew ← NEW_STATE(xnear , u, ∆t);
T .add_vertex(xnew );
T .add_edge(xnear , xnew , u);
end
return T
Following the Algorithm 3, we begin generating the data structure RapidlyExploring Random Tree (RRT) T with the initial state xinit ∈ Xf ree , K
vertices and time interval ∆t.
The algorithm enters a for loop. In the loop, a random state xrand is selected
from state space X . Next, NEAREST_NEIGHBOUR finds the vertex xnear
from T that is closest to xrand . SELECT_INPUT returns a vector u called
input, which minimizes the distance from xnear towards xrand while ensuring,
that the state remains in Xf ree . NEW_STATE applies u on xnear and returns
a new state xnew . xnew and the edge from xnear to xnew alongside with the
input u are added to T .
The loop is terminated when the number of vertices in T reaches K.
As mentioned in [LaV06], the algorithm can be simply modified to be used
for solving planning problems. The tree would be initialized with the initial
state xinit of the problem. With a probability p, RANDOM_STATE would
still sample a random state xrand . With a probability 1−p, RANDOM_STATE
would be replaced with xrand ← xgoal .

Figure 2.2: The extend phase of RRT algorithm (picture from [LKD+ 01])

11
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Related Work

This section introduces us to several papers on a similar topic and shows
us, how the authors dealt with issues of adapting algorithms used in motion
planning to classical planning.

3.1

Sampling-Based Planning for Discrete Spaces

In this paper [MB04] we are introduced to discrete space search algorithms
based on motion-planning techniques such as Rapidly-exploring Random
Trees and Probabilistic Roadmaps [KSLO96] to discrete space. We will be
focusing on the RRT algorithms.

3.1.1

Discrete RRTs

The way, the discrete algorithm determines the nearest state, is by replacing
the distance metric with heuristic estimate of the cost-to-go, that is used in
general informed search methods.
The algorithm described in Algorithm 4 starts with an initial state s0 . A
tree T is initialized with s0 . A for loop set to run N times is entered. At
each step, a random state srand , which is not present in the tree is selected.
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3. Related Work

Then we use extendRRT function. We find a nearest state snear based on a
heuristic estimate of the cost-to-go from each state to srand . Every operator
is applied on snear . The resulting state, which is closest to srand and is not
present in the tree, becomes snew . The state snew is added to the tree and is
connected to snear with an edge.
The paper also mentions a variation of the algorithm using RapidlyExploring Random Leafy Tree, which keeps an open list of all states reachable
in one step from the tree. Therefore, instead of considering successors of
only one state, we are able to use the successors of the whole tree. The
modification can be seen in a function extendRRLT in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: GrowRRT (from [MB04])
Data: s0
T .init(s0 );
for n = 1 to N do
srand = randomUnexploredState();
extendRRT(srand , T );
end
Function extendRRT(srand , T ):
snear = T.nearestTreeNode(srand ) ;
if snear .hasUnseenSucessors() then
snew = nearestSucessor(srand , snear );
T .addChildNode(snew , snear );
end
Function extendRRLT(srand , T ):
snew = T.nearestTreeLeaf(srand ) ;
T .changeLeafToNode(snew );
T .addNewLeaves(snew );

3.1.2

RRTs with Local Planners

RRTs with local planners use the Algorithm 4 from the previous section as
a global planner, but use a different planner for local planning. Instead of
simply picking successors closest to srand , a local planner limited by depth,
size or time is used from snear to srand . When the local search is finished, the
node closest to srand and the whole sequence of nodes from snear to srand are
added to the tree.
14
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3.2. RRT-Plan: a Randomized Algorithm for STRIPS Planning

3.2 RRT-Plan: a Randomized Algorithm for
STRIPS Planning

The authors of this paper [BPD06] proposed a randomized STRIPS planning
algorithm based on Rapidly exploring Random Trees concepts.
To select a random state, the RRT-Plan algorithm generates possible srand
states by taking random subsets from the goal G, as if the problem can be
solved, it provides us with reachable states. It also helps to direct the search
towards a goal.
After obtaining a srand state, a nearest neighbor must be found. To estimate
distances RRT-Plan uses the HSP [BG01] technique h+
add .
Then a planner is invoked to connect snear to srand . The authors have
chosen the Enforced Hill Climbing phase of FF [Hof01] as a local planner,
and decided to set a node expansion limit ϵ. After reaching the limit, the
search is terminated.
When the planner achieves srand from snear , srand becomes snew and is
added to the tree as a child of snear .
In the next step, the algorithm attempts to connect snew to the goal G
using the same planner that was used during the attempt to connect snear
and srand . This time, in case of failure to reach the state, the search would
not be abandoned completely, but the state with the best value will be added
to the tree as a new node.
RRT-Plan also uses other techniques such as goal subset locking and
adapting search paramterers to improve its performance.

3.3 Adapting a Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree for
Automated Planning

In this paper [AVB11] a new use of RRTs in automated planning is proposed.
Since we are using the same outline of the algorithm in our implementation,
15
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3. Related Work

we will focus on the description more in the next chapter.
The authors chose the SAS+ [BN95] representation of the problem and
use its properties in sampling.
To estimate the distance, the planner uses heuristic function, which computes the cost of cached best supporters, where best supporters can be defined
in STRIPS as operators, which first achieve an atom.
The planner implemented in this paper uses Fast Downward as its local
planner configured to greedy best-first search with lazy evaluation. The
chosen heuristic the relaxed plan heuristic used by FF. Sampling uses mutexes
computed by the invariant analysis in Fasts Downward.
Algorithm 5: RRT for discrete space in FDR (from [AVB11])
Data: Search space S, limit ϵ, initial state sinit , goal sgoal
Result: Plan solution
T ← sinit ;
while ¬goalReached() do
if p < random() then
srand ← sampleSpace(S);
snear ← f indN earest(T, srand , S);
snew ← join(snear , srand , ϵ, S);
addN ode(T, snear , snew );
sneargoal ← snew ;
else
sneargoal ← f indN earest(T, sgoal , S);
end
snewgoal ← join(sneargoal , sgoal , ϵ, S);
addN ode(T, sneargoal , snewgoal );
end
solution ← traceBack(T, sgoal );
return solution;
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4

Description of the Algorithm

This chapter describes the Algorithm 5, which was proposed in [AVB11],
further examined in [AFBV15] and chosen to be studied in this thesis.
The goal is to plan a solution to a problem in FDR. The algorithm starts
with search space S, limit for local planner ϵ, initial state sinit , partial goal
state sgoal and cost function c. The tree T is initialized with the initial state.
A while loop is entered and based on the random value, one of the following
happens:

.
.

With probability 1 − p, the algorithm samples the space and returns
sampled random state srand . For srand , we find a nearest state snear in
the tree T . After that, we attempt to join srand and snear using a local
planner with the limit of expansion ϵ. If srand is reached within the limit
ϵ, it is returned from the join function as snew . Otherwise, a state with
the best heuristic value encountered during the local search is returned
as snew . The state snew is added into the tree as a child of snear . A new
state sneargoal is set to snew .
With probability p, for a partial state sgoal , we find a nearest state
sneargoal in the tree T .

In the next step, we attempt to join the state sneargoal with sgoal . The state
snewgoal returned by the function is then added to the tree T as a child of
sneargoal .
17
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The loop repeats until a solution is found.

4.1

Sampling

Algorithm 6: Sample space
Data: V, O, sinit , sgoal , n, M, c
reachableInitT oState ← f alse;
reachableStateT oGoal ← f alse;
while ¬reachableInitT oState OR ¬reachableStateT oGoal do
s ← samplingM ethod(V, n, (M ));
reachableInitT oState ← isReachable(V, O, c, sinit , s);
reachableStateT oGoal ← isReachable(V, O, c, s, sgoal );
end
return s
According to Algorithm 6, we need set of variables V , set of operators O,
initial state sinit , partial goal state sgoal , number of variables n and set of
mutexes M . We set variables reachableInitToState and reachableStateToGoal
to false and enter the while loop. We choose a sampling method, either
random sampling or mutex sampling. The sampling method returns state
s. As a last step of sampling, we verify that the state is reachable from the
initial state and towards the goal by using hmax . In case the state is not
reachable, we discard it and sample a new state.
In our implementation, we observed how many times the algorithm sampled
an unreachable state and if the number rose above 10,000, we let the sampling
return an unreachable state.

4.1.1

Random sampling

If we decided to sample the space by choosing random number of atoms, and
then also random atoms from a search space of a problem represented in
STRIPS, we would most likely generate an enormous number of unreachable
states. The idea behind random sampling in this thesis is taking advantage of
using the FDR representation and having each state consist of a given number
of variables. That helps us prune large number of the possible unreachable
states, since we are picking from a domain corresponding to a variable and
not from the whole state space.
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4.1. Sampling

Algorithm 7: Random sampling
Data: V, n
for i = 1 to n do
vi ← returnV ariable(V, i);
vali ← chooseRandomV alue(Dvi );
s.addF act(vi , vali ) ;
end
return s

For random sampling in FDR, we need a set of variables V , n is a number
of variables in V . Each variable vi ∈ V is assign a random value from the
domain Dvi . The fact ⟨vi , Dvi ⟩ is then assigned to s until every variable has
value. The state s is returned.

4.1.2

Mutex sampling

To make to the previous method more strict and hopefully more effective in
regards to sampling more reachable states, we add additional mutexes:

.
.
.
.
.

lifted. Mutex groups obtained during preprocessing and translation of
FDR.

h2 . Additionally computed h2 mutexes.

h2 forward backward (h2 f wbw) Additionally computed h2 mutexes
both forwards and backwards.

h3 . Additionally computed h3 mutexes.

fam-groups. Additionally computed fact-alternating mutex groups.
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Algorithm 8: Mutex sampling
Data: V, n, M
order ← makeOrder(n);
s.setEmptyV alues;
for i = 1 to n do
r ← getOrder(order, i);
vr ← returnV ariable(V, r);
while isM utex(s, M ) OR s.variableN otAssignedV alue(vr ) do
valr ← chooseRandomV alue(Dvr );
s.addF act(vr , valr ) ;
if noP ossibleSolution() then
order ← makeOrder(n);
s.setEmptyV alues();
i ← −1;
continue;
end
end
end
return s

We have the set of variables V , number of variables n, and set of mutexes
M . Mutex sampling method (influenced by [AVB11]) starts by choosing
random order for n variables and making sure that no values are assigned to
variables in s. We enter a for loop.
A variable vr is selected in that given order. Since no value is assigned in
s for vr , we enter the while loop. A value is randomly selected for variable vr
and added into s. If we added a value, which is mutex with the rest of (partial)
state s, we try again. If there is no possible solution and the algorithm is
stuck, we start the process again with a new order. If all variables received a
correctly assign value, the algorithm returns the state s.

4.2

Search for a nearest state

Search for a nearest state relies on the ability to determine distance. In our
implementation, we use a heuristic function hF F to estimate the distance
between two states. The state with the lowest heuristic value is the nearest
state.
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4.3. Join

Join

The join stage tries to connect the sampled state srand with the nearest state
snear in a limited number of steps using a local planner. If s is reached within
the limit, the output is the state s. If not, it returns the state, which was
encountered during the search and has the lowest heuristic value. In case
several states have the same heuristic value, the most recent state, which is
not present in the tree size, is chosen. We have chosen greedy search with
lazy evaluation as the local planner, where hF F is the heuristic function.

Algorithm 9: Join
Data: V, O, s1 , s2 , c, ϵ, T
minV alue ← ∞;
minState ← s1 ;
planner ← newLocalP lanner(V, O, s1 , s2 , c);
currentState ← localP lannerInitStep(planner);
for step = 1 to ϵ do
currentState ← localP lannerStep(planner);
heuristicV alue ← heuristicEstimate(V, O, currentState, s2 , c);
if isGoal(currentState, s2 ) then
minState ← currentState;
break;
end
if heuristicV alue < minV alue then
minState ← currentState;
minV alue ← heuristicV alue;
end
if heuristicV alue == minV alue AND
notInT ree(T, currentState) then
minState ← currentState;
end
end
return minState

The algorithm as described starts with set of variables V , set of operators
O, initial state s1 , (partial) state goal s2 , cost function c, limit ϵ and tree T .
At first, we initialize variables minV alue to hold infinity, minState to be
s1 and then we initialize the local planner. In the next step, we enter the for
loop restricted by the limit ϵ. Local planner performs a step and returns a
current state currentState, for which we estimate its value heuristicV alue
by using a heuristic function.
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If currentState is s2 , our search found the required solution and returns
currentState.
If heuristicV alue is lower then the minimal value minV alue, currentState
is set to be the new minimal state minState and its value heuristicV alue
becomes minV alue.
If heuristicV alue is equal to the minimal value minV alue and currentState
is not in the tree T , then currentState is the new minimal state minState
and its value heuristicV alue becomes minV alue.
If the search terminated and the goal was not reached, the algorithm returns
the state minState with minimal heuristic value.
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5

Experiments

In this chapter we examine the results of the implemented solver.
In order to test the planner we used a dataset of 45 domains chosen
from the satisficing track at the IPC (International planning competition).
Each domain contains 20 problems. The computations were executed using
MetaCentrum resources with the time limit being set to 1800 second and the
memory being restricted to 8GB
The planner was built on top of cpddl library https://gitlab.com/
danfis/cpddl-dev. Greedy algorithm with lazy evaluation from the library
was chosen as the local planner with hF F as its heuristic function.
The distance in search for a nearest state was estimated by hF F . Every
time a planner samples a new state, its reachability from the initial state and
towards the goal is verified using hmax . The probability p was set to 0.5.
To properly compare properties of the algorithm, we prepared several
configurations. Every configuration has two variables:

.
.

A sampling method - either random sampling, or mutex sampling with
lifted, h2 , h2 f wbw, h3 , fam mutexes.
The maximal number of steps for the local planner ϵ - 1,000, 10,000 and
100,000.
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In the end, we are left with 18 configurations of RRT algorithm. Since the
proposed algorithm relies on the element of randomization, every configuration
will run 30 times.

5.1

Results

To put performance of our newly implemented planner into context, we
compare the results of RRT planner with a commonly used greedy algorithm
with lazy evaluation implemented in the cpddl library https://gitlab.com/
danfis/cpddl-dev. Apart from the number of found plans, we examine
other various properties of the search. We are able to observe the length
and runtime of plans generated by the greedy planner as well as the planner
based on RRT. Our planner was not intended to be optimal, yet it is still
interesting to see the lengths of plans found by different planners side by side.
In addition to that, the RRT solver allows us to study the size of the tree
used to discover the plan, and a number of sampling attempts, which were
discarded during the search.

5.1.1

Number of succesfully found plans

The table C.1 shows number of successfully found plans by the planner using
the greedy algorithm. It also informs us about how the situation would look
like, if we were to run only the local planner. For the RRT configurations,
the tables C.2 - C.7 display the mean and standard deviation of number of
found plans over the 30 iterations.
The configuration using fact-alternating mutex groups with the limit of
steps in local planner being 100,000 was the most successful planner with
612.80 as its average number of plans. It is very clear, that no matter which
sampling method was used, the planners with limit set to 100,000 steps in
local search produced better results. Apart from configuration of sampling
method h3 , every configuration with limit set to 100,000 performed better in
regards to found number of plans.
None of the solvers (including the greedy solver) was able to complete
any problem from the domains elevators11, ged14 and visitall14. The RRT
planners struggle on long searches with large state space and result in timeout.
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5.1. Results

Furthermore, visitall is a domain known to perform better with different
heuristic function than hF F .
Planner configuration using h3 mutex groups finishes unsuccessfully in
several problems (e.g., parking14) while trying to obtain additional mutexes
without even starting the search.
Some of the domains (e.g., mystery98) contain problems that were deemed
unsolvable during translation and pruning of FDR. Resulting lower number
of found plans may negatively affect the impression of the planners, even
though some configurations were able to discover a plan for every solvable
problem.

5.1.2

Length, time, attempts, tree size

Since it is more appropriate to analyze the length, time, discarded sampling
attempts and tree size separately for every problem, this section mentions
only selected domains.
The complete results containing the mean and standard deviation of length,
time, attempts and tree size for every domain as well as the number of successfully discovered plans can be found in the attached directory "results.zip".

Length

Length of a plan is a number of steps needed from the initial state to achieve a
goal. The average length and its standard deviation for the gripper98 domain
can be found in the table C.8. Every planner used in this thesis was able to
find a plan for every problem in every iteration.
All the results seem to be very similar for most of the planners, with the
exception of configurations with the limit in local search set to 1,000. For
larger problems of the domain, these configurations are slightly higher and
their standard deviation is relatively elevated as well. This is no surprise,
since they introduce random values more often than other.
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Figure 5.1: A section of the table C.8 showing average length and standard
deviation.

Time

The table C.9 displays the average time needed to find a plan and its standard
deviation for the zenotravel02 domain. The average number of plans in this
domain for every planner is above 17 plans.

Figure 5.2: A section of the table C.9 showing average time(s) and standard
deviation.

The solver using the greedy algorithm the best. Its maximal time spent
on a problem is 24.74 seconds, while maximal values for RRT planners are
over 50s. Configurations using h3 sampling method need over 1300 seconds
for their worst case. One interesting problem is the pfile15 problem. In this
case, most of the configurations limited to 1,000 and even 10,000 steps finish
faster than the greedy planner. But in other cases, the greedy planner vastly
outperforms planners based on RRT.
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Attempts

The average of discarded attempts during sampling for the domain parking11
and its standard deviation can be found in the table C.10. In this domain,
configurations with h3 manage to start the search only in the first two
problems. On average most of the planners with the limit set to 100,000 solve
at least 19 problems, while planners limited to 1,000 steps perform worse.

Figure 5.3: A section of the table C.10 showing average number of states
discarded during samplin and standard deviation.

In this domain it is more common to sample a unreachable state and the
results between the configurations with 1,000, 10,000 and 100,000 are very
noticeable. Those, that are required to sample more often discard more states.
Configurations with random sampling method don’t restrict their generated
states with mutexes and often return unreachable state resulting in very large
number of discarded states.

Tree size

The table C.11 shows the average tree size and its standard deviation for the
tetris14 domain. Planners with the limit of 1,000 steps find around 10 plans,
other configurations around 17 plans.

Figure 5.4: A section of the table C.11 showing average tree size and standard
deviation.

Tree size values mainly show, that configurations with lower limit of steps
have bigger trees. Since a node is not added into the tree during the local
search, planners with longer local search don’t add new nodes as often.
27
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6

Conclusions

The goal of the thesis was to propose a way to adapt the RRT algorithm,
which is commonly used in motion planning, for a solver of classical planning
problems. Then implement a planner and evaluate its performance on a
dataset.
We implemented the RRT-based planner in C and observed the influence
of used:

.

sampling method:

.
..

Random sampling. Apart from variables in FDR no additional
mutex groups added.
Mutex sampling.

.

.
.
.
.

Lifted. Mutex groups obtained during preprocessing and translation.
h2 . Additionally computed h2 mutexes.
h2 f wbw. Additionally computed h2 mutexes forward and backward.
h3 . Additionally computed h3 mutexes.
Fam. Additionally computed fact-alternating groups.

limited number of steps in the local search:

..

1,000
10,000
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100,000

For each configuration of the planner with chosen sampling method and
limit of steps the local planner was allowed to take, we studied the results.
We examined number of found plans and other properties such as length of
the plan or runtime. We then compared our planner with a planner using
greedy algorithm.
Based on the chosen configuration, our solver can yield better results than
the greedy algorithm. For a future evaluation another possible variation could
show us a different outcome - modifying the value of probability.
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Content of the Attached Disc

.
.
.
.

cpddl-dev.zip - directory containing the planner built on top of cpddl
library
dataset.zip - dataset used in this thesis
README.zip - file describing how to run the planner
results.zip - directory containing tables with results in .ods and .xlsx
format
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Tables

Note: The pipesworld-notankage04 domain will be reffered to as pipesworld*
in all of the tables.
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C. Tables

C.1 Average number of successfully completed
plans

Domain
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

greedy
9
3
4
20
15
7
0
3
16
18
0
7
2
19
0
20
20
20
16
6
17
11
8
20
20
17
20
19
18
19
18
6
18
11
18
16
11
12
17
19
15
4
0
17
20
576

Table C.1: Number of plans achieved by the greedy algorithm.
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Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.33±0.65
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
12.80±0.60
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
1.63±0.48
12.97±0.71
15.53±0.50
0.00±0.00
5.83±0.37
2.00±0.00
19.30±0.64
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
10.10±0.91
11.03±1.20
19.30±0.69
12.97±0.18
10.07±0.85
20.00±0.00
2.17±1.07
0.07±0.25
18.23±0.92
20.00±0.00
18.27±0.51
17.13±0.99
16.77±0.92
3.90±0.65
6.33±0.83
5.77±1.20
20.00±0.00
6.13±1.28
10.30±1.44
17.53±0.81
17.60±0.66
13.03±0.48
16.87±0.92
1.20±0.48
0.00±0.00
13.97±1.11
19.13±0.76
484.27±4.43

C.1. Average number of successfully completed plans

10000
6.77±0.62
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.00±0.00
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
2.97±0.75
15.27±0.85
18.27±0.73
0.00±0.00
6.10±0.30
2.13±0.34
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.63±0.71
14.93±0.36
18.60±0.71
13.00±0.00
10.30±0.74
20.00±0.00
15.97±1.54
3.67±1.40
18.40±0.76
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.63±0.48
17.63±1.25
6.20±0.75
10.20±1.19
9.87±0.43
20.00±0.00
14.77±0.62
17.07±1.26
18.13±0.62
18.17±0.64
15.60±0.61
18.53±0.72
4.03±0.71
0.00±0.00
19.50±0.72
20.00±0.00
571.33±4.23

100000
7.07±1.00
0.13±0.34
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.60±0.80
7.00±0.00
0.03±0.18
4.47±1.02
16.07±0.77
18.83±0.52
0.00±0.00
7.07±0.44
2.30±0.53
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.37±0.66
13.63±0.55
17.97±0.71
12.97±0.18
10.40±0.76
20.00±0.00
19.70±0.64
15.23±1.15
18.83±0.64
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.23±0.72
19.27±0.73
6.43±0.84
15.07±1.03
10.93±0.25
20.00±0.00
16.67±0.70
18.43±0.99
17.03±0.84
18.60±0.84
17.57±0.67
18.57±0.50
6.27±0.68
0.00±0.00
18.53±0.85
20.00±0.00
607.27±3.82

Table C.2: Average number of plans achieved by
using the RRT algorithm with a random sampling
method.

Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.33±0.54
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
12.10±1.11
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
1.60±0.49
12.87±0.96
15.47±0.56
0.00±0.00
6.03±0.18
2.03±0.18
19.37±0.60
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
10.13±0.92
10.87±1.20
19.27±0.81
12.93±0.25
9.90±0.91
20.00±0.00
12.67±1.96
1.83±1.10
17.70±1.35
20.00±0.00
18.13±0.34
17.13±0.88
17.77±0.72
3.83±0.86
6.63±0.87
5.80±1.28
19.97±0.18
6.57±1.26
9.87±1.91
18.03±0.71
17.70±0.53
13.13±0.56
16.77±0.80
1.17±0.45
0.00±0.00
13.80±1.19
18.93±0.77
496.33±5.50

10000
6.57±0.62
0.23±0.42
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
13.80±0.48
6.97±0.18
0.00±0.00
2.50±0.62
14.80±0.87
18.03±0.84
0.00±0.00
6.27±0.44
2.10±0.30
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.67±0.83
15.03±0.18
18.60±0.76
13.00±0.00
10.10±0.47
20.00±0.00
19.63±0.66
11.00±2.25
18.23±1.20
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.60±0.55
18.23±0.72
6.13±0.50
10.23±0.96
9.63±0.60
20.00±0.00
14.77±0.56
17.90±1.19
18.47±0.62
18.30±0.69
15.53±0.50
18.53±0.62
4.23±0.76
0.00±0.00
19.40±0.66
20.00±0.00
582.50±4.46

100000
7.23±0.99
1.97±1.17
0.27±0.44
20.00±0.00
14.63±0.84
7.00±0.00
0.07±0.25
4.00±0.89
16.03±0.84
18.70±0.59
0.00±0.00
7.23±0.42
2.73±0.73
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.60±0.84
13.73±0.93
17.53±0.96
12.77±0.42
10.37±0.66
20.00±0.00
19.87±0.34
15.67±2.17
19.13±0.67
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.90±0.75
19.17±0.82
6.67±1.01
15.10±0.98
10.93±0.25
20.00±0.00
16.73±0.63
18.77±0.96
17.17±0.97
18.43±0.80
17.57±0.88
18.60±0.71
5.97±0.80
0.00±0.00
18.63±0.75
20.00±0.00
610.17±4.36

Table C.3: Average number of plans achieved by the RRT
algorithm with a sampling method using lifted mutexes.
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C. Tables
Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.40±0.61
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
11.07±0.93
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
1.70±0.46
12.90±0.98
15.63±0.48
0.00±0.00
6.07±0.44
2.00±0.00
19.47±0.50
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
10.20±1.19
10.83±1.13
19.03±0.66
12.80±0.40
10.00±0.93
20.00±0.00
12.73±1.61
1.93±1.15
17.93±0.93
20.00±0.00
18.43±0.50
17.23±0.56
17.80±0.79
4.27±0.85
6.07±0.96
6.17±1.00
20.00±0.00
6.00±1.21
9.97±2.04
18.00±0.68
17.57±0.56
13.00±0.68
16.70±0.69
1.17±0.58
0.00±0.00
14.20±0.83
19.00±0.68
496.27±4.51

10000
6.80±0.60
0.13±0.34
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
13.93±0.36
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
2.73±0.68
14.77±0.88
18.03±0.98
0.00±0.00
6.27±0.51
2.27±0.51
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.57±0.96
15.00±0.26
18.73±0.93
13.00±0.00
10.37±0.87
20.00±0.00
19.70±0.53
13.07±2.46
18.57±0.67
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.73±0.51
18.37±0.71
6.20±0.48
10.50±1.23
9.63±0.66
20.00±0.00
14.60±0.61
17.00±1.95
18.33±0.47
18.00±0.52
15.57±0.62
18.83±0.90
3.90±0.75
0.00±0.00
19.57±0.62
20.00±0.00
585.17±4.36

100000
7.47±0.76
1.83±0.78
0.47±0.56
20.00±0.00
13.43±1.33
7.00±0.00
0.10±0.30
3.80±1.01
16.33±0.75
18.70±0.64
0.00±0.00
6.97±0.71
2.50±0.67
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.70±0.69
14.00±0.82
17.90±1.04
12.90±0.30
10.43±0.80
20.00±0.00
19.93±0.25
15.80±1.40
18.97±0.80
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.83±0.86
19.50±0.72
6.40±0.66
13.70±1.19
10.87±0.34
20.00±0.00
17.03±0.66
18.37±0.98
17.03±0.66
18.23±0.76
17.47±0.88
18.73±0.57
6.20±0.83
0.00±0.00
18.77±0.76
20.00±0.00
608.37±3.59

Table C.4: Average number of plans achieved
by the RRT algorithm with a sampling method
using h2 mutexes.

Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.37±0.66
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
11.20±0.98
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
1.60±0.49
12.90±1.04
15.57±0.56
0.00±0.00
6.00±0.26
2.13±0.34
19.40±0.71
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
10.07±0.96
10.83±1.04
19.03±0.66
12.90±0.30
10.03±0.80
20.00±0.00
13.00±1.46
1.97±1.14
17.60±1.05
20.00±0.00
18.37±0.66
17.00±0.97
17.87±0.81
3.83±0.73
6.13±1.18
6.43±0.96
20.00±0.00
6.53±1.02
9.47±1.73
18.03±0.75
17.77±0.42
12.97±0.48
16.67±0.75
1.17±0.45
0.00±0.00
13.43±1.12
19.37±0.75
502.63±4.68

10000
6.67±0.54
0.27±0.44
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
13.73±0.77
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
2.77±0.72
14.40±0.80
17.97±1.02
0.00±0.00
6.20±0.48
2.20±0.48
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.63±1.02
15.03±0.41
18.83±0.73
13.00±0.00
10.43±0.67
20.00±0.00
19.77±0.50
11.50±1.91
18.33±1.01
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.63±0.55
18.10±0.91
5.90±0.75
10.60±1.02
9.83±0.37
20.00±0.00
14.77±0.67
16.83±1.24
18.20±0.65
18.17±0.64
15.77±0.72
18.57±0.72
4.23±0.80
0.00±0.00
19.33±0.83
20.00±0.00
582.67±4.53

100000
7.60±1.05
1.93±1.03
0.67±0.65
20.00±0.00
14.73±0.68
7.00±0.00
0.10±0.30
4.00±1.10
16.03±0.66
18.67±0.60
0.00±0.00
7.27±0.51
2.83±0.90
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.83±0.93
13.93±0.77
17.90±0.83
12.87±0.34
10.23±0.76
20.00±0.00
19.93±0.25
15.33±1.30
18.53±1.06
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.90±0.91
18.83±0.78
6.43±0.84
13.87±0.99
10.87±0.34
20.00±0.00
16.93±0.57
18.70±0.94
17.13±0.76
18.43±0.99
17.57±0.76
18.53±0.72
6.17±0.93
0.00±0.00
18.40±0.95
20.00±0.00
609.17±5.39

Table C.5: Average number of plans achieved by the RRT
algorithm with a sampling method using h2 forward backward
mutexes.
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Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.40±0.66
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
7.80±0.60
0.03±0.18
0.00±0.00
1.73±0.44
12.90±0.91
15.43±0.56
0.00±0.00
6.00±0.45
2.23±0.42
19.23±0.67
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
10.00±1.06
11.03±0.91
14.67±1.19
9.93±0.36
10.30±0.86
20.00±0.00
1.90±0.30
0.00±0.00
17.87±0.99
20.00±0.00
18.37±0.48
17.13±0.88
17.63±0.60
3.73±0.68
6.20±1.11
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
6.20±1.05
9.40±1.98
11.03±3.62
17.43±0.76
13.10±0.40
16.70±0.64
1.13±0.43
0.00±0.00
14.27±1.09
17.93±0.77
457.73±5.30

C.1. Average number of successfully completed plans

10000
6.50±0.50
0.40±0.49
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
9.27±0.68
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
2.87±0.85
14.77±0.96
17.50±0.92
0.00±0.00
6.03±0.18
2.07±0.25
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
13.17±0.52
15.07±0.36
14.03±1.11
9.87±0.43
10.03±0.60
20.00±0.00
1.90±0.40
0.00±0.00
18.23±1.02
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.50±0.56
18.30±0.90
5.73±0.57
10.33±1.07
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.67±0.94
15.97±1.91
15.97±1.85
17.70±0.53
15.50±0.67
18.50±0.76
4.27±0.68
0.00±0.00
19.33±0.60
18.93±0.36
523.40±4.92

100000
7.40±0.76
2.23±0.96
0.33±0.70
20.00±0.00
9.70±0.46
7.00±0.00
0.03±0.18
3.80±1.01
15.73±0.85
17.80±0.75
0.00±0.00
7.07±0.36
2.57±0.56
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.93±0.25
13.73±0.93
13.97±0.80
9.77±0.56
10.27±0.77
20.00±0.00
1.87±0.50
0.00±0.00
18.23±1.12
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.03±0.98
19.40±0.66
6.03±0.55
13.90±1.19
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
16.90±0.70
18.07±0.73
11.80±2.90
17.53±0.67
17.23±0.72
18.70±0.64
5.63±0.66
0.00±0.00
18.53±1.02
18.90±0.40
538.10±4.77

Table C.6: Average number of plans achieved
by the RRT algorithm with a sampling method
using h3 mutexes.

Domains
agricola18
barman11
barman14
blocks00
caldera18
cavediving14
childsnack14
data-network18
depot02
driverlog02
elevators11
floortile11
floortile14
freecell00
ged14
gripper98
hiking14
logistics00
logistics98
maintenance14
mprime98
mystery98
nomystery11
openstacks06
parking11
parking14
pegsol11
pipesworld*
rovers06
satellite02
scanalyzer11
snake18
sokoban11
spider18
storage06
termes18
tetris14
thoughtful14
tidybot11
tpp06
trucks06
visitall11
visitall14
woodworking11
zenotravel02
SUM

(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(20)
(900)

1000
6.50±0.50
0.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
11.87±1.02
1.73±1.24
0.00±0.00
1.57±0.50
13.17±0.82
15.47±0.62
0.00±0.00
6.00±0.00
2.03±0.18
17.87±0.81
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
9.73±1.21
10.73±1.21
19.27±0.77
12.97±0.18
9.77±0.96
20.00±0.00
12.80±1.49
2.10±1.22
18.23±0.99
20.00±0.00
18.30±0.46
17.37±0.80
19.97±0.18
3.03±0.55
6.60±0.92
5.50±1.15
20.00±0.00
6.40±1.17
7.13±1.69
18.30±0.59
17.73±0.51
13.00±0.52
17.10±0.91
1.10±0.47
0.00±0.00
13.87±0.99
19.03±0.75
496.23±5.92

10000
6.63±0.66
0.17±0.37
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.00±0.89
7.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
2.90±0.75
14.90±0.94
18.23±0.72
0.00±0.00
6.20±0.40
2.13±0.34
19.83±0.37
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
14.67±0.70
15.00±0.26
18.93±0.51
13.00±0.00
10.73±0.89
20.00±0.00
19.70±0.69
11.67±1.85
18.67±1.11
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.60±0.61
19.87±0.34
4.83±0.82
10.70±1.04
10.00±1.00
20.00±0.00
14.80±0.75
14.63±1.30
18.97±0.41
18.17±0.69
15.50±0.67
18.53±0.72
4.07±0.68
0.00±0.00
19.57±0.50
20.00±0.00
583.60±4.41

100000
7.07±0.81
2.07±1.09
0.63±0.71
20.00±0.00
13.43±0.80
7.00±0.00
0.10±0.30
3.93±0.93
16.43±1.05
18.67±0.54
0.00±0.00
7.03±0.55
2.53±0.76
20.00±0.00
0.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
18.53±0.96
13.97±0.91
17.93±0.85
12.93±0.25
9.93±0.89
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
15.93±1.59
19.13±0.72
20.00±0.00
20.00±0.00
19.07±0.77
19.97±0.18
5.60±0.55
14.83±0.97
12.53±0.62
20.00±0.00
16.97±0.75
17.53±0.85
18.57±0.72
18.80±0.87
17.73±0.93
18.80±0.60
6.23±0.80
0.00±0.00
18.90±0.94
20.00±0.00
612.80±4.25

Table C.7: Average number of plans achieved by the RRT
algorithm with a sampling method using fact-alternating mutexes.
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100000
12.93±0.36
20.67±0.75
28.33±0.94
36.20±0.98
44.20±0.98
52.27±0.96
60.27±0.96
68.33±0.94
76.27±0.96
84.40±0.92
92.40±0.92
100.60±0.80
108.93±0.81
117.07±0.81
125.00±0.00
133.00±0.00
140.87±0.50
148.93±0.36
156.93±0.36
164.93±0.36

100000
12.93±0.81
20.40±1.17
28.13±0.99
36.20±0.98
44.00±1.00
52.00±1.00
59.87±0.99
67.93±1.00
76.13±0.99
84.40±0.92
92.67±0.75
100.80±0.60
108.60±0.80
117.13±1.15
124.93±0.63
132.80±0.60
141.07±0.81
149.00±0.52
157.20±1.08
165.13±1.15

h2
10000
12.67±0.75
20.13±1.12
27.93±1.00
35.87±0.99
43.73±0.96
51.93±1.00
60.00±1.00
67.93±1.00
76.13±0.99
84.27±0.96
92.73±1.77
100.93±1.67
108.80±0.60
116.93±0.63
124.93±0.36
132.93±0.36
141.00±0.52
149.00±0.52
157.00±0.89
164.80±0.60

fam
10000
12.93±0.36
20.47±0.88
28.40±0.92
36.27±0.96
44.33±0.94
52.40±0.92
60.40±0.92
68.33±0.94
76.47±0.88
84.40±0.92
92.60±0.80
100.60±0.80
109.13±1.78
117.00±0.89
124.67±0.75
133.00±1.26
140.80±0.60
148.87±0.50
157.33±1.87
164.40±0.92

1000
13.00±0.73
20.47±0.88
28.13±0.99
36.13±0.99
44.07±1.00
52.00±1.00
59.93±1.00
67.93±1.00
75.93±1.00
84.13±0.99
92.33±0.94
108.40±21.06
117.07±20.08
121.93±17.27
137.80±25.38
140.20±19.06
146.20±22.44
161.60±23.48
172.73±29.07
178.13±25.10

1000
13.13±0.50
20.40±0.92
28.33±0.94
36.07±1.00
43.93±1.00
52.00±1.00
60.07±1.00
68.07±1.00
76.00±1.00
84.20±1.11
92.47±1.02
106.33±18.12
114.00±17.73
118.87±5.80
131.27±17.09
151.53±29.13
146.07±15.98
163.00±23.31
169.93±26.27
178.80±31.58

100000
12.93±0.96
20.33±0.94
28.07±1.00
35.93±1.00
44.00±1.00
52.00±1.00
60.00±1.00
68.07±1.00
75.93±1.00
84.33±0.94
92.53±0.85
100.60±0.80
108.67±0.75
116.60±0.80
125.13±0.50
132.93±0.36
141.07±0.81
149.27±1.12
157.20±1.08
165.00±0.00

100000
12.80±0.79
20.07±1.00
28.13±0.99
35.80±0.98
44.00±1.00
51.87±0.99
60.00±1.00
67.93±1.00
76.00±1.00
84.20±0.98
92.07±1.00
100.13±0.99
109.07±1.41
116.60±1.40
125.00±1.79
133.13±1.71
141.47±1.84
149.47±1.91
157.00±1.55
165.00±1.26

lifted
10000
12.67±1.04
19.80±0.98
27.67±0.94
35.60±0.92
43.53±0.88
51.40±0.80
59.40±0.80
67.60±0.92
75.60±0.92
83.80±0.98
91.80±0.98
100.60±1.40
108.67±0.75
116.80±0.60
124.93±0.63
132.93±0.96
141.07±0.36
149.00±0.00
157.00±0.00
165.13±0.72

h3
10000
12.80±0.60
20.73±0.68
28.33±0.94
36.40±0.92
44.40±0.92
52.27±0.96
60.33±0.94
68.27±0.96
76.20±0.98
84.33±0.94
92.53±0.85
100.80±1.08
108.80±1.08
116.93±0.96
124.93±1.09
133.47±1.33
141.47±1.69
149.40±1.31
157.00±1.26
164.93±1.75

1000
12.67±0.75
20.27±0.96
28.13±0.99
35.80±0.98
44.00±1.00
51.80±0.98
59.80±0.98
67.80±0.98
75.80±0.98
84.40±1.28
92.20±1.22
113.67±27.25
111.13±12.30
118.27±8.06
126.53±9.78
133.53±4.79
141.20±8.98
159.27±25.02
163.93±16.66
178.93±28.73

1000
12.73±0.68
20.33±0.94
28.40±0.92
36.00±1.00
43.87±0.99
51.93±1.00
59.87±0.99
67.87±0.99
76.00±1.00
84.20±1.22
92.60±1.31
103.40±14.56
117.80±22.08
120.27±12.61
131.00±15.65
141.47±18.72
150.87±29.29
173.93±31.86
182.07±29.13
177.87±34.63

100000
12.73±0.85
20.27±1.09
27.93±1.44
35.73±1.59
43.73±2.03
52.00±1.91
60.40±1.38
68.47±1.36
76.87±0.72
84.73±1.00
92.93±0.36
101.00±0.00
108.93±0.36
117.00±0.00
125.00±0.00
132.67±1.27
141.00±0.00
148.87±0.72
156.87±0.50
164.93±0.63

100000
12.73±0.85
20.07±1.00
28.00±1.00
35.87±0.99
43.87±0.99
51.73±0.96
59.73±0.96
67.73±0.96
75.87±0.99
84.00±1.00
92.53±1.52
100.20±0.98
108.67±1.16
116.80±1.08
124.80±0.60
133.07±0.63
141.00±0.89
148.80±0.60
156.80±0.60
164.80±1.08

random
10000
12.53±0.85
20.47±0.88
27.60±1.56
35.13±1.86
43.47±1.77
51.80±1.68
60.00±1.44
68.40±1.05
76.40±1.17
84.53±0.99
92.67±1.27
100.87±0.72
108.93±0.36
117.07±0.36
124.87±0.50
132.80±0.79
140.80±0.79
148.93±0.36
156.73±1.00
164.73±0.85

h2fwbw
10000
12.87±0.50
20.60±0.95
28.47±0.88
36.27±0.96
44.27±0.96
52.27±0.96
60.27±0.96
68.27±0.96
76.20±0.98
84.33±0.94
92.33±0.94
101.07±1.31
108.87±1.02
117.20±1.19
124.87±0.50
132.93±0.63
140.80±0.60
148.80±0.60
156.87±1.02
165.00±0.89

1000
12.93±0.81
20.53±1.23
28.20±0.98
36.00±1.24
44.13±1.12
52.20±0.98
60.40±1.05
68.47±1.02
76.67±0.91
84.53±0.85
92.67±0.75
115.27±30.03
116.93±19.61
116.60±0.95
130.67±18.64
136.33±10.50
145.07±16.47
158.60±23.61
161.47±11.49
172.13±19.10

1000
12.93±0.81
20.33±1.07
28.07±1.00
36.00±1.00
43.80±0.98
51.67±0.94
59.67±0.94
67.67±0.94
75.93±1.12
83.80±0.98
92.07±1.24
105.60±17.47
108.67±2.48
122.87±20.03
131.53±18.18
143.33±23.30
144.07±15.24
170.67±33.65
168.73±21.43
176.80±28.73

13
21
29
37
45
53
61
69
77
85
93
101
109
117
125
133
141
149
157
165

greedy

Gripper98
Problems
prob01
prob02
prob03
prob04
prob05
prob06
prob07
prob08
prob09
prob10
prob11
prob12
prob13
prob14
prob15
prob16
prob17
prob18
prob19
prob20

Gripper98
Problems
prob01
prob02
prob03
prob04
prob05
prob06
prob07
prob08
prob09
prob10
prob11
prob12
prob13
prob14
prob15
prob16
prob17
prob18
prob19
prob20

C. Tables

........................................

C.2 Average length, time, sampling attempts and
tree size

Table C.8: Average length of plans for the gripper98 domain.
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C.2. Average length, time, sampling attempts and tree size

.................

Zenotravel02
Problems
pfile10
pfile11
pfile12
pfile13
pfile14
pfile15
pfile16
pfile17
pfile18
pfile19
pfile1
pfile20
pfile2
pfile3
pfile4
pfile5
pfile6
pfile7
pfile8
pfile9
Zenotravel02
Problems
pfile10
pfile11
pfile12
pfile13
pfile14
pfile15
pfile16
pfile17
pfile18
pfile19
pfile1
pfile20
pfile2
pfile3
pfile4
pfile5
pfile6
pfile7
pfile8
pfile9

100000
0.19±0.12
0.14±0.09
0.13±0.07
0.12±0.05
2.90±1.52
51.22±54.46
5.95±5.05
15.48±4.96
39.63±14.53
26.05±13.87
0.01±0.00
96.10±89.92
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.07±0.02

100000
0.56±0.21
0.71±0.18
0.87±0.23
1.00±0.27
18.79±5.62
89.73±56.33
113.76±28.78
309.93±98.71
578.69±189.81
1403.99±241.90
0.01±0.01
1510.43±0.00
0.01±0.00
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.05±0.02
0.07±0.02
0.07±0.02
0.37±0.09
0.44±0.12

1000
0.15±0.07
0.12±0.04
0.10±0.05
0.12±0.08
10.11±16.69
3.30±1.86
29.96±34.17
44.22±96.63
115.06±173.11
97.49±222.92
0.01±0.01
317.07±404.27
0.01±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.03

1000
0.19±0.09
0.15±0.06
0.09±0.03
0.09±0.04
3.59±3.53
2.44±1.28
45.41±73.04
114.36±310.56
110.16±166.50
58.75±70.85
0.01±0.00
218.03±272.46
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.03

h2
10000
0.25±0.12
0.13±0.04
0.11±0.09
0.09±0.04
5.24±5.06
10.34±10.24
8.12±8.34
21.98±12.19
34.42±19.81
80.62±79.44
0.01±0.00
64.51±47.24
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.03
0.07±0.02

fam
10000
0.25±0.11
0.12±0.04
0.10±0.03
0.12±0.05
3.56±2.66
7.69±4.97
9.42±13.00
21.74±14.29
27.89±14.55
64.87±72.58
0.01±0.00
86.37±45.89
0.02±0.00
0.02±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.07±0.03
0.07±0.01

100000
0.22±0.12
0.13±0.05
0.11±0.07
0.11±0.07
6.19±6.32
40.13±44.05
8.39±10.68
17.74±10.96
35.27±18.50
35.33±26.63
0.01±0.00
68.55±41.90
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.03

|
100000
0.20±0.11
0.14±0.07
0.10±0.03
0.10±0.04
3.88±4.36
55.73±54.39
5.33±5.50
19.52±25.47
38.36±17.62
29.53±21.96
0.01±0.00
88.46±79.17
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.07±0.02
0.09±0.04
lifted
10000
0.28±0.24
0.13±0.06
0.13±0.11
0.13±0.12
2.83±1.62
7.93±6.24
9.22±7.84
19.62±18.35
41.71±34.30
59.77±69.54
0.01±0.00
87.75±76.24
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.04±0.02
0.09±0.06
0.08±0.03

h3
10000
0.60±0.28
0.74±0.24
0.93±0.35
1.04±0.35
18.07±5.72
60.49±18.57
110.68±34.96
309.53±101.17
557.53±180.72
1415.29±244.64
0.01±0.00
1676.45±0.00
0.01±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.05±0.01
0.07±0.02
0.08±0.02
0.38±0.13
0.45±0.14

1000
0.19±0.16
0.18±0.14
0.12±0.09
0.10±0.06
6.50±5.04
3.51±2.20
23.36±29.85
46.93±87.83
106.23±155.81
559.00±632.02
0.01±0.00
310.36±384.58
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.02

1000
0.54±0.21
0.81±0.31
0.99±0.45
1.13±0.47
19.79±9.15
59.90±23.83
147.52±85.90
431.60±272.31
610.10±239.53
1303.66±224.62
0.01±0.01
no results
0.01±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.04±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.03
0.08±0.03
0.40±0.15
0.48±0.20

100000
0.23±0.15
0.14±0.04
0.13±0.05
0.17±0.25
7.36±11.24
34.59±46.49
12.92±31.71
18.30±13.58
53.81±37.22
36.38±28.62
0.01±0.00
70.80±31.60
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.02

100000
0.27±0.16
0.19±0.16
0.12±0.04
0.13±0.05
4.68±3.43
63.78±105.55
14.12±22.09
26.86±23.93
77.24±118.69
48.56±36.21
0.01±0.00
88.49±70.17
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.04±0.02
0.09±0.06
0.09±0.03

random
10000
0.24±0.12
0.10±0.03
0.10±0.04
0.10±0.04
3.28±1.70
9.95±8.31
7.45±8.23
17.55±8.80
28.59±23.02
47.51±35.43
0.01±0.00
87.70±72.80
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.07±0.04
0.07±0.02

h2fwbw
10000
0.23±0.11
0.14±0.06
0.11±0.03
0.11±0.05
3.08±1.94
14.87±9.61
7.89±8.09
21.14±18.62
44.14±27.39
49.12±31.74
0.01±0.00
97.70±94.33
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.08±0.02

1000
0.19±0.13
0.15±0.07
0.11±0.05
0.11±0.07
3.96±3.29
3.99±2.68
19.68±30.15
177.49±443.90
305.88±447.66
157.58±172.34
0.01±0.00
257.86±362.81
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.06±0.02
0.07±0.02

1000
0.19±0.12
0.16±0.06
0.11±0.03
0.11±0.05
5.35±5.63
4.12±2.22
27.37±39.69
140.26±314.16
179.66±295.74
185.66±374.13
0.01±0.00
330.73±436.26
0.01±0.00
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.02±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.03±0.01
0.07±0.02
0.08±0.03
greedy
0.14
0.05
0.04
0.03
1.64
24.74
1.11
4.49
15.16
5.99
0.00
14.84
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.03

Table C.9: Average time(s) for the zenotravel02 domain.
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h2fwbw
10000
9.43±11.08
4.17±8.20
12.17±15.49
11.57±16.47
12.70±16.01
12.00±14.53
11.73±16.93
15.50±18.97
21.50±16.85
18.70±21.73
28.57±28.61
30.47±25.87
44.90±32.54
13.10±17.76
30.80±43.36
32.00±40.77
54.52±52.00
62.23±48.29
55.93±45.43
45.83±44.49

random
10000
7000.70±8226.80
6000.60±6633.91
14334.77±11161.56
18870.27±14225.91
14385.43±10353.70
11044.73±7838.43
11035.59±12134.05
16061.73±10344.68
18453.70±9938.83
19788.75±13141.18
16801.68±13483.19
24547.91±13049.21
26252.62±12184.71
13215.61±12264.29
13479.61±10472.00
8622.72±8475.60
25002.50±9820.79
23079.23±7216.75
12501.25±4330.56
7222.94±4479.48

1000
196.67±188.28
57.90±118.07
262.31±259.86
380.45±328.58
260.21±220.14
277.52±323.00
273.31±391.90
309.11±243.73
421.75±290.60
420.90±336.50
658.76±330.65
471.39±308.35
451.00±330.85
578.06±442.38
201.17±122.79
472.00±226.88
358.22±366.31
842.00±410.28
527.00±356.52
371.17±275.93

1000
52959.47±27414.83
26969.39±27263.81
60006.00±0.00
no results
38411.20±30078.62
47782.56±22001.08
17231.10±17224.16
25002.50±5000.50
no results
30003.00±0.00
no results
40004.00±0.00
no results
30003.00±0.00
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results

Parking11
Problems
pfile08-031
pfile08-032
pfile09-033
pfile09-034
pfile09-035
pfile09-036
pfile10-037
pfile10-038
pfile10-039
pfile10-040
pfile11-041
pfile11-042
pfile11-043
pfile11-044
pfile12-045
pfile12-046
pfile12-047
pfile12-048
pfile13-049
pfile13-050

Parking11
Problems
pfile08-031
pfile08-032
pfile09-033
pfile09-034
pfile09-035
pfile09-036
pfile10-037
pfile10-038
pfile10-039
pfile10-040
pfile11-041
pfile11-042
pfile11-043
pfile11-044
pfile12-045
pfile12-046
pfile12-047
pfile12-048
pfile13-049
pfile13-050

100000
3.77±7.18
8.40±9.78
3.03±5.94
5.77±9.57
6.80±16.93
4.80±7.83
6.97±11.00
6.50±9.48
2.80±5.91
4.77±7.78
4.40±9.58
5.27±6.58
3.97±6.55
3.45±6.16
7.07±8.74
6.13±10.75
6.70±10.26
6.77±9.91
9.87±12.34
7.48±12.56

100000
5.77±7.15
5.60±10.27
5.00±8.81
5.57±9.04
5.47±8.97
4.57±5.74
5.00±7.08
4.13±6.51
6.37±11.92
6.53±11.34
12.97±21.64
4.00±7.50
5.53±10.20
6.17±10.85
2.00±3.52
7.63±10.68
8.23±13.68
3.23±5.74
5.90±9.34
4.24±8.43

100000
5.70±6.09
6.80±9.60
3.83±9.54
4.07±6.12
5.93±11.51
4.53±7.50
7.27±10.11
4.03±6.65
7.60±11.13
7.20±9.34
3.57±6.39
6.83±10.60
9.10±15.31
8.47±15.60
5.47±9.75
8.07±12.87
1.23±4.14
5.17±9.04
7.87±14.56
4.50±8.34

h2
10000
11.03±12.43
9.50±12.57
9.63±11.44
11.03±16.10
16.33±18.46
14.77±18.82
10.83±20.76
10.67±11.64
20.20±17.86
14.77±14.28
25.60±20.36
30.60±29.99
34.90±26.52
14.53±17.34
31.63±40.71
31.17±32.54
47.04±36.98
48.48±25.28
41.74±32.53
33.34±27.42
fam
10000
12.80±12.53
4.57±9.89
6.87±10.87
13.37±19.49
15.03±20.46
6.73±10.18
8.40±15.64
11.23±12.50
19.83±19.74
19.00±18.85
23.73±18.06
35.13±36.15
34.13±24.10
17.57±25.57
36.47±37.71
39.43±41.70
37.20±31.00
67.96±58.55
34.81±33.33
28.43±27.06

1000
213.38±235.77
72.80±91.89
164.55±109.87
388.41±242.59
277.21±256.81
192.80±264.69
327.15±424.51
425.48±359.71
494.74±323.12
403.04±326.06
429.43±272.02
549.10±417.36
544.62±335.74
472.18±276.85
563.00±164.50
474.17±206.15
465.11±215.55
448.75±247.82
780.00±140.00
417.00±356.66

1000
156.60±201.75
48.47±62.14
309.69±406.28
391.47±323.43
313.96±308.45
194.17±206.00
345.70±371.04
435.86±342.94
430.54±341.60
414.69±284.28
535.29±267.42
440.18±365.36
527.83±228.37
395.74±262.29
360.75±256.43
375.50±264.51
512.22±186.01
527.20±232.37
481.60±275.05
719.50±101.50

100000
5.63±7.39
3.47±5.12
4.50±7.24
3.10±5.69
4.70±7.59
2.77±4.63
3.57±5.63
6.97±11.60
6.37±8.77
4.43±7.84
3.67±5.96
6.97±8.40
6.34±9.21
2.87±4.56
4.40±8.97
5.14±9.99
7.63±13.66
6.20±12.27
9.90±13.52
9.21±14.80

100000
6.61±10.49
3.46±6.55
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results

lifted
10000
7.80±8.17
6.50±10.70
10.57±11.19
13.90±18.38
12.63±14.54
8.63±12.39
9.13±12.05
20.73±23.04
21.60±20.76
18.53±20.33
18.87±21.91
36.23±38.25
24.43±18.97
23.67±25.43
26.21±35.81
41.37±38.29
63.71±35.99
64.57±55.25
48.46±40.85
34.25±26.87

h3
10000
8.07±10.23
5.24±8.90
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results

1000
237.60±278.57
70.73±84.67
390.17±340.90
388.21±316.30
285.73±278.04
231.90±209.74
386.58±377.37
395.84±265.00
441.28±399.36
492.08±439.71
385.14±238.49
303.88±200.38
432.11±304.91
556.20±318.64
519.75±269.90
384.00±107.92
521.44±420.47
441.22±355.05
408.50±224.05
306.00±185.94

1000
140.31±120.94
100.32±109.47
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results
no results

100000
3713.50±4692.64
4519.00±4851.89
5411.63±4923.38
5125.17±4920.26
5410.93±4923.82
4344.00±4947.20
5081.33±4938.23
4333.77±4955.85
6923.10±4551.17
7038.57±4529.41
4667.13±4989.38
3245.86±4592.46
5333.87±4989.38
5333.87±4989.38
5667.23±4955.85
5333.87±5617.99
5172.93±5645.64
4643.32±4987.73
2500.25±4330.56
5185.70±4997.07

C. Tables

........................................

Table C.10: Average number of discarded sampling attempts for the parking11
domain.
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C.2. Average length, time, sampling attempts and tree size

.................

Tetris14
Problems
p020
p021
p022
p023
p024
p025
p026
p027
p028
p029
p031
p032
p033
p034
p035
p036
p037
p038
p039
p040
Tetris14
Problems
p020
p021
p022
p023
p024
p025
p026
p027
p028
p029
p031
p032
p033
p034
p035
p036
p037
p038
p039
p040
1000
21.20±11.66
70.04±59.80
97.70±79.83
74.00±62.45
96.71±78.93
78.00±48.34
99.75±54.70
108.92±77.03
111.05±89.28
no results
99.64±49.00
48.43±47.39
70.07±35.54
75.27±55.91
34.63±26.16
61.07±59.02
73.00±0.00
111.91±42.24
64.60±37.24
73.25±55.19

1000
32.83±29.04
102.80±68.78
92.27±70.23
72.57±70.66
107.12±48.98
71.29±62.79
160.54±102.75
133.79±80.66
112.59±68.25
57.75±25.59
84.93±58.90
91.57±54.20
72.19±38.55
83.83±46.79
37.21±40.73
65.20±64.69
56.00±32.69
61.83±31.42
82.89±46.70
85.67±34.99
random
10000
15.60±16.48
51.21±41.64
26.10±28.29
55.29±37.04
46.17±44.74
43.66±45.54
79.17±70.10
41.23±36.90
26.63±36.72
59.47±46.29
43.34±35.57
64.17±46.18
45.15±38.27
65.04±46.90
8.97±5.97
5.90±3.38
42.60±18.00
47.32±44.84
36.00±32.84
55.36±35.42

h2fwbw
10000
17.03±13.17
43.10±45.11
30.53±32.44
49.69±39.54
52.50±53.94
42.10±42.34
51.38±50.41
45.59±42.02
14.87±15.83
47.80±47.17
42.69±45.75
40.45±33.28
49.52±36.69
53.43±46.00
7.27±4.29
5.77±2.69
60.20±36.83
52.04±38.73
38.69±35.16
68.21±36.87

100000
11.37±12.13
19.23±19.00
8.73±6.27
16.00±14.04
5.57±2.68
6.73±8.68
13.03±8.54
9.40±5.57
5.23±6.49
20.88±13.42
7.33±6.66
17.12±12.21
14.55±13.92
16.66±12.67
2.33±0.47
2.53±0.50
27.70±12.37
15.67±14.97
7.90±7.16
15.89±9.61

100000
10.40±6.95
26.25±19.19
11.30±8.86
16.63±14.15
7.47±4.22
9.10±11.15
17.00±12.00
11.93±10.28
6.37±6.95
24.21±17.16
4.70±3.18
18.79±19.41
18.83±12.51
17.27±15.12
2.70±0.64
2.37±0.48
16.55±9.16
12.43±8.77
6.28±4.59
21.64±11.16

1000
23.97±20.41
93.22±70.85
99.33±77.73
76.75±51.18
106.42±76.12
91.16±70.45
137.71±117.88
122.33±87.98
86.76±73.54
99.00±41.72
73.71±54.22
100.50±74.61
74.22±53.07
43.67±28.45
48.34±46.35
58.40±49.65
75.00±61.00
71.00±38.20
75.65±55.14
131.00±0.00

1000
33.20±33.68
79.75±55.44
92.83±54.19
77.31±56.33
105.09±80.17
64.35±59.79
147.07±112.87
180.33±93.69
115.62±87.11
84.00±49.98
63.50±40.75
48.00±23.57
80.00±43.54
75.17±41.44
23.39±23.05
51.46±65.13
no results
76.83±49.18
60.67±57.11
no results
lifted
10000
15.57±14.15
37.53±38.15
31.03±41.80
49.47±42.56
39.20±39.36
42.83±36.72
59.48±57.15
50.82±52.15
15.07±14.08
67.12±41.93
38.41±34.94
50.17±44.40
31.10±24.48
54.00±46.53
6.27±3.74
6.93±3.53
47.40±25.75
41.89±30.29
24.43±32.10
48.52±24.42

h3
10000
12.23±10.46
44.38±43.89
25.10±18.64
28.82±27.66
33.68±26.99
31.62±20.96
66.14±50.16
64.88±52.44
23.43±30.29
57.20±30.10
27.89±30.38
44.58±30.08
30.18±23.89
55.41±41.46
8.43±6.01
8.77±6.86
no results
53.85±40.86
36.86±30.24
23.50±9.84

100000
8.67±5.45
19.20±17.67
12.17±10.99
13.73±13.10
6.03±2.60
6.90±7.08
17.37±21.84
9.60±8.14
5.17±6.85
19.65±12.86
7.83±9.72
15.14±10.84
21.67±16.65
19.76±15.44
2.53±0.56
2.40±0.49
17.00±11.41
15.34±12.55
6.00±4.40
22.78±10.21

100000
8.07±7.22
20.71±14.96
7.13±4.01
10.72±7.99
7.57±6.67
10.50±12.18
15.67±12.59
13.13±10.85
8.13±10.29
17.79±10.26
6.87±4.67
15.17±13.82
14.64±12.01
27.46±21.73
2.27±0.44
2.40±0.49
no results
15.67±15.99
5.53±3.59
8.69±5.16

1000
32.77±29.49
90.38±90.07
115.79±76.75
92.36±78.35
130.18±83.49
96.40±60.83
110.23±120.90
139.93±94.17
116.19±94.42
83.00±49.19
105.71±54.26
97.11±63.48
75.24±41.60
63.20±27.06
29.10±19.87
52.67±46.97
no results
105.30±57.09
63.16±55.65
109.00±35.00

1000
26.57±28.21
243.36±174.11
197.93±147.64
338.44±224.51
419.27±257.15
122.31±104.82
405.13±293.49
392.56±381.42
344.00±321.44
367.00±259.00
110.80±43.63
70.50±59.83
209.00±0.00
88.75±67.49
74.33±58.12
79.00±74.33
57.00±0.00
120.00±91.00
83.50±72.49
52.00±0.00

h2
10000
16.43±14.32
41.47±41.13
30.63±41.97
38.44±36.54
41.36±30.97
46.86±53.14
73.62±65.92
66.31±59.90
16.30±24.31
74.11±56.30
24.90±21.55
56.50±47.58
29.30±24.17
44.48±39.49
8.00±4.37
7.87±6.90
39.00±30.11
31.16±20.42
29.50±28.77
44.20±33.56

fam
10000
20.20±17.30
157.78±145.27
38.03±27.23
110.56±98.07
117.62±122.60
77.79±64.75
57.10±61.82
99.18±99.48
42.43±71.40
169.17±152.32
70.33±73.15
72.12±49.34
81.73±65.61
75.44±57.98
8.97±4.80
7.93±3.58
68.00±44.95
53.00±54.12
40.92±56.31
73.75±89.24

100000
16.37±10.40
52.00±28.09
13.87±12.21
26.93±24.84
8.40±7.92
9.67±11.91
13.37±10.96
11.13±5.65
10.17±13.28
39.95±29.79
8.40±7.78
20.88±15.65
28.88±21.45
21.86±18.89
2.47±0.81
2.53±0.50
27.67±8.58
28.36±20.13
8.17±13.03
29.29±16.28

100000
9.60±4.92
16.52±12.67
8.03±4.62
18.83±13.85
6.77±4.51
5.47±4.94
12.67±9.45
12.07±9.71
4.90±5.70
21.25±15.72
7.13±9.62
19.63±17.14
14.88±10.54
22.93±21.76
2.73±0.77
2.43±0.50
26.83±13.33
13.23±12.19
6.27±5.95
22.00±10.31

Table C.11: Average tree sizes for the tetris14 domain.
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